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SEIZING
OPPORTUNITIES –
SUSTAINABLY
Dr. Jörn Großmann,
Member of the Board
of Management of
INDUS Holding AG

We will exceed the Paris Agreement’s 1.5-degree
target before 2030. The plan is to limit global warming to this level over the long term. Greenhouse gas
emissions in Germany rose by 4.5% in 2021 according
to German Environment Agency figures. This was
after we had been doing well in 2020 with an 8.7%
reduction. Germany wants to tackle housing demand
in its cities by building 400,000 new apartments every
year. In 2021, the total was barely 293,000 new apartments, once again significantly fewer than needed.
Is that bad? It depends on how we react. Setbacks
drive us to make corrections. They motivate us. We
need both – urgently. Last fall, shortly before the latest
climate conference in Glasgow, the UN published an
alarming report on the current climate policy of the
global community. According to the report, countries

need to expand their efforts seven-fold if they truly
want to meet the 1.5-degree target.
Seven-fold? That might seem impossible – were it not
for human ingenuity and the experience that urgency
always seems to be necessary to inspire great change.
This last point is abundantly clear – not many people
would dispute it these days.
The carbon footprint needs to come down as fast and
as much as possible – including, and in particular, in
the areas where we live and work. With Construction/
Infrastructure, we have a segment in our Group that
is focused on exactly this field. The construction
industry is not just an important economic driver,
but it is also a future field with a great deal of innovation. Sustainable materials, circular building material
processes, the intelligent connection of electricity, heat
and mobility: Brand new value chains are springing up
in the construction sector, and the INDUS companies
are involved in shaping them.
What exactly does that mean? You can find out more
here, in our second sustainability magazine. Our
Group is also very actively working towards creating
a sustainable balance between the interests of nature,
people and the economy.
Enjoy reading!

Yours,
Jörn Großmann
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Since the summer of 2021, the
Climate Protection Act has stated that Germany should achieve climate neutrality by
2045. This can’t be done without including
the building sector. This industry alone is
responsible for around 16% of Germany’s
carbon emissions. This makes construction
technology a growth industry. INDUS is
actively picking up where it left off.
STORY

SUSTAINABLE
CONSTRUCTION
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BAD TIMES FOR BIG PL ANS?
Soaring energy prices, rising inflation, disrupted supply
chains, war – each of these problems on their own could massively put the brakes on change. In 2022, though, our company will have to contend with all four. And the pandemic is
also waiting in the wings. Despite this, Olaf Scholz reaffirmed
the major climate project in a survey of the German government at the beginning of April: “Now more than ever! We
want to be a climate-neutral industrial country by 2045. We
are doing this to mitigate climate change. At the same time,
this also offers us economic and political independence.”
With the Russia-Ukraine war still ongoing, the prospect of
energy independence is a real motivator.
And this is a good thing, because society is living far beyond
its means. According to the Climate Change Performance
Index published last November by the non-governmental
organizations Germanwatch and the New Climate Institute,
not a single country is yet on track for the 1.5-degree target.
Germany is also not on course, though it did climb six positions in the rankings to 13th place by shutting down coalfired power plants and raising targets.

BUILDINGS HAVE GREAT POTENTIAL FOR
E NVIRONMENTAL PROTEC TION
The building sector is a key area for achieving the climate targets. According to the latest figures, it is responsible for 16%
of German greenhouse gas emissions. In reality, this figure
is nearly twice that. If you take into account other emissions
generated by the production of electricity, district heating
and construction materials, the number comes to around
30%. Even though these three product groups are also largely
necessary in the building sector, the emissions are statistically
attributed to the energy sector and industry.

CLIMATE CHANGE PERFORMANCE INDEX 2022
CONTRIBUTION TO ACHIEVING THE CLIMATE TARGETS

Source: CCPI

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
IN GERMANY
BY SEC TOR (2020)(in %)

Transport — 20

Buildings — 16

Agriculture — 9
Industry — 24
Energy — 30

Waste
m anagement
and other — 1

Source: German Environment Agency (2021a)
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Approx.
41%
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
in Germany between 1990 and 2020.
The goal for 2030 is 65%.

Greenhouse gas emissions in Germany fell by 41% from 1990 to 2020. The goal for 2030 is a
reduction of 65%. Greenhouse gas emissions in the building sector came to 210 million tons of
CO2 equivalents in 1990. In 2021, this figure came to just 115 million tons. By 2030, building
sector emissions should fall further to 67 million tons of CO2 equivalents.
In order to make this happen, the government is giving the economy and private households a
big helping hand in the form of a 5 billion-euro aid package for energy-efficient building renovation and new construction (2022). This includes incentives for switching to renewable heating
energy and tax breaks for measures that improve the energy performance of buildings.
Energy-efficient renovation –such as replacing heating systems, installing new, well-insulated
windows and doors, insulating roofs and facades – plays a key role in successfully meeting climate targets in the building sector. The figures are clear – nearly 60% of energy used in buildings
today goes toward heating, and 12% toward hot water. Nearly 55% of this energy comes from
natural gas and heating oil.
Building sustainable climate-friendly apartments and housing developments is a challenge
already. An even bigger challenge is the renovation of existing buildings. And there are a lot
of buildings in need of renovation in Germany. Out of the 19 million apartment buildings in
Germany, 60% were built before 1979 – almost one in seven before the First World War.
The topic of sustainability did not play any role at all in politics or society until late into the 70s.
As a result, today’s apartments have average carbon emissions of around 47 kg per square meter
per year. If heating systems, windows and insulation were renovated to today’s technological
standards and solar panels installed, this figure would fall to around 15 kg. By using green district
heating and hydrogen instead of natural gas, and the smart networking of renewable energy
sources – more on this later – this could even be reduced to less than five kilograms.
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To achieve total carbon neutrality, however, negative emissions need to be achieved. This means
removing CO2 from the atmosphere and geologically storing it. Examples include storing CO2 in
depleted gas or oil fields, in saline aquifers, or under the seabed. Active CO2 storage is necessary
simply because emissions cannot be avoided in a lot of areas – for example, in agriculture (methane, nitrous oxide), in industry (cement) or in everyday life (consumption).

ENERGY TECHNOLOGY: REGENERAT IVE AND INTERCONNEC TED
A carbon-neutral building cannot be achieved, let alone made economically viable, through
energy-efficient refurbishment and the use of modern construction technology alone. One way
of closing the remaining gap, however, is sector coupling. With this approach, the matter of
energy supply is moved from individual properties to the neighborhood level. The previously
separate energy-consuming areas of electricity, heat and mobility are networked in such a way
that the fluctuating amounts of electricity from renewable energies can be balanced out in the
power grid. Electricity that is not needed can be stored temporarily or used in other sectors.
A real-life example: In Bochum-Weitmar, the housing company Vonovia worked with the
Fraunhofer Society to launch the “Power House of the Future” pilot project. The two-story
building that includes distribution and generation facilities supplies 81 apartments that had
previously undergone energy-efficient refurbishment and had been fitted with photovoltaic
(PV) systems with innovative energy technologies. These include an electrolyzer to produce
hydrogen from electricity, as well as fuel cells and heat pumps. Together, they make the adjacent buildings and households at least 60% self-sufficient – meaning that they are supplied with
decentrally generated carbon-free heat. Initial research findings indicate that higher levels of
efficiency can be achieved with cold district heating 2.0. This means that the neighborhood can
generate its own heat in mild winters in the future.
Renewable energies such as solar and geothermal energy, wind power, water and biomass have
the major advantage that once the infrastructure for their use has been established, users have
access to them free of charge. Climate friendliness and economic efficiency in use are the two
attributes that many companies in the building technology sector are currently focusing on in
their product development.
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NEW AND OLD CONSTRUC T ION MATERIALS
The importance of construction from both an environmental and a social point of view can be
seen in the fact that the new government established the Federal Ministry for Housing, Urban
Development and Building last December. For senior minister Klara Geywitz, one thing is
clear: “We want to almost halve greenhouse gas emissions in the building sector by 2030. My
goal is to ensure that all new construction and renovation work is climate-friendly and socially
responsible.”
Construction materials play a key role here. The days are numbered for the industry to process
vast quantities of sand, water, gravel, limestone, clay and marl into concrete without considering the ramifications. Producing concrete in this way is extremely energy intensive and causes
2.8 billion tons of carbon emissions around the world every year. That is almost 8% of global
emissions and more than the combined emissions from aviation and all data centers. Instead,
renewable construction materials such as wood, stone, natural fibers and recyclable building
materials are gaining importance for construction. One term that is currently very popular in
the construction industry is cradle-to-cradle (C2C). It describes the approach to the design of
materials so that they can be used continually within a closed cycle.
Thanks to some innovative approaches, concrete also remains an option. A project group funded
by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research is currently working on a composite
material made of concrete and carbon fibers: carbon concrete. The new construction material
has an expected useful life of 200 years. It reduces the amount of materials needed by up to 80%
and cuts carbon emissions by up to 50%. The world’s first building made of carbon concrete is
currently being constructed on the campus of the Technical University of Dresden.

Klara Geywitz is a senior minister
at the Federal Ministry for Housing,
Urban Development and Building.

»
WE WANT TO
ALMOST HALVE
GREENHOUSE GAS
EMISSIONS IN THE
BUILDING SECTOR
BY 2030.
«
Klara Geywitz*

* Address by Federal Minister Klara Geywitz for the German Construction Industry Day on May 19, 2022

This is the case at the INDUS subsidiary REMKO. The company, based in Lage in eastern North
Rhine-Westphalia, specializes in heating and air-conditioning technology. The company also
produces smart heat pumps that absorb heat from ambient air. As air heat pumps are relatively
easy to put into operation, the investment costs are reasonable. At the same time, the smart heat
pumps are particularly efficient thanks to their power-modulating operation of modern inverter
technology – regardless of whether they are used for a new building or an older building.
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ADVANTAGES OF MODUL AR CONSTRUC T ION
—
—
—
—

L OW USE OF RESOURCES
E FFICIENT USE OF MATERIAL S
F AST CONSTRUC TION
G OOD C ARBON FOOTPRINT

— M
 INIMAL NOISE AND ENVIRON
MENTAL POLLUTION AT THE
C ONSTRUC TION SITE
— E A SY DECONSTRUC TION
— S EAMLESS DOCUMENTATION

EFFICIENT CONS TRUC T ION PROCESSES
Until now, construction processes have always used large amounts of energy and materials.
Thanks to the new opportunities offered by digitalization, it doesn’t have to be this way. Using
the digital building information modeling (BIM) planning method, construction projects – from
the first draft to the planning stage to completion – can now be managed in a highly efficient
manner. Construction itself is taking on a new shape, with Germany’s first 3D-printed residential building going up in Beckum, North Rhine-Westphalia, in 2021. It took the printer only
100 hours to construct the two-story home. In just a few years, these technologies will not only
be fast but also competitively priced.
Modular construction is highly economical and already well-established. The buildings are
manufactured at the plant with a prefabrication level of up to 90%. The room modules that are
created usually include exterior walls, floors and ceilings as well as complete interior fittings,
including surface coverings, electrical, plumbing, heating and ventilation fittings and other permanent fixtures. The prefabricated rooms are transported from the plant to the site, where they
are assembled in a modular construction process.
Modular construction is particularly suited to the construction of large, highly standardized
buildings. Full neighborhoods are now being built using serial construction, keeping the apartments affordable for future tenants. This is also great for student housing. The Dutch construction company Jan Snel is currently building the EU’s tallest modular residential building in
Bochum. At half-hourly intervals, 737 apartments are being assembled here to form a community campus for students. The twelve-story building is part of the climate-efficient community
Seven Stones and is set to make a significant contribution to achieving the city’s climate targets.
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HURDLES NEW AND OLD
Political decisions, digitalization and innovation mean that a lot is happening in building technology right now. This creates opportunities for rapid progress toward future climate-friendly
construction. The capital markets (EU Taxonomy, ratings, investment criteria) are also increasingly directing their financial resources toward fields where sustainability is an inherent condition. The sluggish progress on the road to climate neutrality is due in part to the following two
factors:
The first factor is the current state of the market in the building industry. Interrupted supply
chains due to the coronavirus and the resulting shortages of raw materials had a powerful impact
on the sector – and resulted in massive price increases. Steel reinforcement bars were over 50%
more expensive on an annual average in 2021 than in 2020, and metals were up about 25%. In
a survey conducted by the German Construction Industry Federation (HDB) at the beginning
of April this year, 90% of construction companies cited price increases as their biggest problem.
The Russia-Ukraine war, a shortage of qualified staff and rising interest rates are not making the
current situation any better.
The second factor is regulations. For a long time now, the industry has been fighting unsuccessfully to reduce bureaucracy, simplify approval procedures, streamline regulations and harmonize the various state building codes. New laws such as the Supply Chain Duty of Care Act and
stricter record-keeping of working hours also pose new challenges for SMEs.

INDUS: STRENGT HENING T HE ROAD TO SUS TAINABILITY WITH TECHNOLOGY

CONSTRUC TION PRICE INDEX FOR RESIDENT IAL
BUILDINGS(year-over-year change in %)
16

Despite the hurdles it is facing, experts agree that the building sector is a growth industry.
INDUS and its companies are focusing on construction technology, an area that will contribute
to a climate-friendly economy with innovative technologies. Here, the Group is continuing
to develop its portfolio companies by investing in innovation, pooling expertise and making
targeted acquisitions. Today, the Construction/Infrastructure segment comprises twelve companies with sales of around EUR 450 million. If INDUS remains on trajectory, both figures will
rise – sustainably – over the next few years. <<
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SHARING
KNOWLEDGE

“We can only bring
about change together!” – In May, representatives from 14 INDUS portfolio
companies met in Hermaringen, Baden-
Württemberg, at an event to launch the
“Sustainable Construction” working group.
Its goal is to share knowledge and find
inspiration for new solutions that help society to make progress on the path to climate
neutrality. Dr. C hristine Lemaitre was part of
the group as an expert.
WORKING GROUP
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Dr. Lemaitre, you are a managing director
of Deutsche Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges Bauen –
DGNB e. V. What is the goal of the organization?

[QUESTION]

C H R I S T I N E L E M A I T R E We are a non-profit organization
that works to promote certifiably good buildings and
neighborhoods worth living in. We want to help establish
an understanding of quality in the building and real estate
market, with sustainability as the central factor in our
decision-making and actions. Basically, we encourage sustainable construction.
[QUESTION]

In order to make it possible to record and measure the quality of sustainable construction, DGNB
developed a holistic certification system in 2009
that takes the environment, people and economic
efficiency into account in equal measure – over
the entire life cycle.

How do you do that?

L E M A I T R E By providing tools, knowledge and a large
network of experts that make it possible to take concrete
action straight away. The climate challenge is immense and
the building industry has a great opportunity – and, given its
impact on the environment, the responsibility – to be part
of the solution. It is extremely important that we take action
today. Fifteen years since its launch, the DNGB now has
around 1,600 members in its organization. They are united
in their goal to transform the building industry. Demand for
training and education services at our DGNB Academy has
never been so high. This demonstrates how great the need for
expertise and specialized information is.

Sustainability is about more than just
reducing greenhouse gases.

[QUESTION]

L E M A I T R E Exactly. Sustainable construction creates a balance between people and the environment, and at the same
time is cost-effective. It is only when all three of these factors
are taken into account that a comprehensive, high-quality
result that retains its value for a long time can be achieved.
In addition to focusing on climate change mitigation, key
topics include conserving resources and the health of people.
We need building products that are free from pollutants and

materials that are long-lasting and can be returned to the
circular economy.

You have developed a certification system.
What does certification mean in this sense?

[QUESTION]

L E M A I T R E When we talk about sustainable construction,
it often isn’t clear what that actually means. This is why we
have developed a certification system that offers transparency
and structure. It means that sustainability can be planned,
measured and evaluated. In the building process, a lot of
different players come together, but often at different times.
After all, the planning and decision-making stages of projects
are sometimes decades apart. The certification system is a
connecting element that all stakeholders can look to for guidance. It is a “learning” catalog of criteria that grows as practical
experience is gained and is updated every two or three years.

»
ON A SMALL
SCALE, INDUS
IS DOING WHAT
NEEDS TO ALSO
BE DONE ON A
LARGE SCALE.
«
Dr. Christine Lemaitre
Managing director of
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges Bauen – DGNB e. V.

www.dgnb.de/en
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You have to be able to afford to build
sustainably. And right now, the prices of raw materials
are rising.

[QUESTION]

KICKOFF OF T HE INDUS
WORKING GROUP “SUS
TAINABLE CONSTRUC T ION”
The INDUS Group’s “Sustainable Construction”
working group met on May 11, 2022, at the
headquarters of the HAUFF Group. The successful
kickoff was attended by the expert Prof. Dr.-Ing
Jörg Wallaschek from the Leibniz University
Hannover. The next event is planned for
September. An external consultant will assist
attendees in focusing on a more concrete
creative search for new products and business
models.

L E M A I T R E Building sustainably does not automatically
mean that the process is expensive. We have investigated the
connection between sustainability and costs and have come
to the clear conclusion that higher building costs are not
usually a result of sustainability factors. Higher costs are more
often down to additional extras, for example, better marketing of the building. The key thing is to plan the building
to be sustainable from the beginning, and to operate it that
way later on. The question is rather what the alternative is to
high-quality healthy construction that doesn’t have harmful
effects on the environment. In the end, users and builders not
only benefit from a building that they enjoy using, but their
wallets are also healthier, with reduced emissions, building
materials and waste.

Is it still possible to hit the climate targets
in the building and planning sector?

that each of the portfolio companies had already made a start
at putting their own concrete measures in place. Collectively
seeking out new products and new business models is exactly
the right approach. On a small scale, INDUS is doing what
needs to also be done on a large scale – it is establishing a
cross-company network for sustainable building. This is how
we can bring about the change that is needed in the real estate
and building sector. <<

[QUESTION]

L E M A I T R E The opportunity is there. Our industry has gathered a lot of expert knowledge. We need to pool this and put
it into action in a concrete way, with an eye toward the future.
The cycles are very long in the building sector. What we do
today will have an impact in five to ten years. If we want to
make a change, we have to start today. And natural phenomena as well as the latest global climate report have made it very
clear that we only have a window of opportunity of ten years.
“No more yes, buts.” – Dr. Jörn
Großmann and Dr. Christine
Lemaitre at the meeting of the
working group.

What is your main takeaway from the
kickoff meeting of INDUS’ “Sustainable Construction”
working group?

[QUESTION]

L E M A I T R E The companies I met with today are aware of
the importance of this issue and are highly motivated to do
something about it. What made me particularly happy was

Sharing ideas: The “Sustainable
Construction” working group
meets regularly to explore
new solutions and set them in
motion.
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Sustainable construction will only be possible once processes run efficiently and products contribute to
low-waste construction and the longevity
of the buildings. With their diverse range of
products and services, INDUS’ portfolio companies contribute to sustainable construction
and thus to achieving climate targets.
PRODUCTS & SERVICES

WELL
P OSITIONED
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ALU-DIBOND ® plate, coated
or foiled, for covering the
wall joint

EARTHQUAKE-RESISTANT CONS TRUC T ION
There are an estimated 400,000 earthquakes every year.
Around 390,000 of these are barely noticeable and classified
as lower than 4 on the Richter scale (a logarithmic scale for
expressing the magnitude of earthquakes). There are around
2,500 moderate earthquakes with a magnitude of 5 or above
around the world every year. And then there are around
150 earthquakes that register 6 or higher on the Richter scale.

Original
wall

Original
wall

In addition to loss of life, these earthquakes also cause damage
to housing and public infrastructure, which then has to be
rebuilt. The construction of buildings can, however, take
natural events such as earth tremors into account from the
first brick.
With MIGUMAX, the INDUS subsidiary MIGUA has
developed a flexible and earthquake-resistant system that
can withstand seismic movements of up to 750 mm (+250/
-500 mm).
www.migua.de/en
This helps to minimize structural damage and ensures the
longevity of buildings. And, most importantly, it saves lives!
The topic of sustainability has also inspired new products
at the INDUS subsidiary ANCOTECH. DUKTIPLEX, an
earthquake reinforcement anchoring element for increasingly popular timber frame buildings, is about to be launched.
www.ancotech.com
MIGUMAX joint systems absorb
seismic movements with an extremely high degree of flexibility.

DUKTIPLEX is a highly ductile tension
and compression member in wood
frame construction.
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SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT
REMKO also supports charitable
projects by providing sustainable
climatization in the surrounding
neighborhood and has donated two
air-source heat pumps to the Detmold
animal shelter.
External modules for WKF 180 Duo
air-source heat pumps for new
buildings. Christopher Imig, first
chair of the association (right),
and Nils Quentmeier, new energies
product manager at REMKO.

SMART HEAT PUMPS
The INDUS subsidiary REMKO is a specialist for air-
conditioning and heating technology operating throughout
Europe. The smart heat pump in particular is truly multifaceted. Its preassembled components make it easy to install
and thus relatively inexpensive to procure and set up. In
the winter, it serves as an energy-efficient form of heating
by using heat from ambient air. In the summer, the water-
bearing system delivers pleasant climatization. This conserves
precious resources and minimizes the production of CO2.
www.remko.de/en
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DIGITALIZATION IN CONS TRUC TION PL ANNING
BETOMAX systems GmbH & Co. KG offers a full array of
elements and systems for structural concrete and civil engineering. In addition to reinforcement and anchor technology,
the company also specializes in formwork technology and
bridge construction technology.
BETOMAX offers planners and statisticians specialized
measurement software that allows reverse bending connectors to be configured to a high degree of efficiency and safety
in just a few minutes. The COMAX® software solution
can be used free of charge and the configured elements can
be ordered directly without interrupting the system. BIM
model integration is already in the planning stages to make it
ready for the future demand for smart construction planning.
www.betomax.de

Other INDUS portfolio companies are also driving forward
the use and development of digital models for construction
data planning. These models not only help to make construction planning more transparent, but also facilitate cooperation between everyone involved in the project – from architects to construction companies to construction workers.
Tailored, individual solutions can
also be delivered to where they are
needed within a short time after
ordering.

More information about the digital BIM method and the boost
in value that digitalization is bringing about in the construction
industry can be found on our blog.
https://indus.de/en/2021/03/15/
bim-value-enhancement-through-digitization-in-the-construction-industry <<
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SMART
PLANNING
Things are getting cozy in Germany. Three out of four
people live in cities, and the tendency is rising. This presents a challenge
for city planners, architects and construction companies. They need to
create new space in limited areas while ensuring that the new properties
are suitable for nature and society.
CONSTRUCTION
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FOCUSING ON THE ENTIRE LIFE C YCLE

»
A BUILDING
NEEDS TO
DEMONSTRATE
A SUSTAINABLE
LIFE CYCLE.
«
Volker Auch-Schwelk
Sustainable
construction expert

www.sustainable-strategies.eu

Volker Auch-Schwelk is an architect and city planner. With
his company sustainable strategies, the 60-year-old from
Stuttgart advises builders and municipalities, and even the
Ministry of Regional Development and Housing, on energy
efficiency and sustainable construction. His expertise is in
high demand at the moment, as there are many things to be
considered in order to build “correctly” these days: “Modern
buildings have to be functional and cost-effective to operate.
They also need to demonstrate a sustainable life cycle – as
a building but also in the grander scheme of the neighborhood. Climate change and climate change mitigation require
wide-ranging action, especially in the building sector.”
For a building’s life cycle to be classed as sustainable, it is not
enough for it to be energy efficient and made of environmentally friendly materials. Sustainable properties also accommodate the needs and requirements of their users.
Residential buildings, for example, need to be accessible in
view of Germany’s rapidly aging population. According to the
Federal Statistical Office of Germany, the number of people
aged over 67 will grow by 22% between 2020 and 2035 –
from 16 million to an estimated 20 million. As a result,
bathrooms, building services, stairwells and access routes
increasingly need to be accessible.
Commercial properties need to offer flexibility of use to different tenants with different preferences, as well as changing
times and trends. In the 2010s, collaborative working was
all the rage. Walls were taken down and high-quality meeting areas turned work spaces into communal spaces where
people enjoyed spending time – until COVID hit. With the
pandemic, the appeal of coworking spaces was quickly lost. At
the same time, time spent physically together – both in work
and social contexts – has shifted. Remote working became
the norm overnight, and it seems that this is here to stay.

20
million people
over the age of 67
are estimated to be living
in Germany by 2035

This calls for new approaches to creating quality for the time
spent in these spaces and for communication areas. Attractive
working spaces give companies a competitive advantage.

QUALITY OF TIME
The new possibilities offered by digitalization have increased
the requirements placed on real estate, both at home and in
the office. Digitalization makes smart solutions possible in
the truest sense of the word – right from the planning stage.
Volker Auch-Schwelk: “Today, we are able to calculate the
thermal performance of interior spaces to the exact hour,
before the property is built. We can include specific parameters such as air temperature, surface temperature, humidity
and air velocity, for example, in our calculations.” These
calculations also serve to optimize the energy efficiency and
comfort of the building. The same applies to lighting. AuchSchwelk: “The lighting conditions in an interior space are
an essential comfort factor for people. These days, we spend
more time inside our buildings than outside. That makes it
even nicer that we don’t have to leave anything to chance here
either.”

20
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and you don’t need a parking space – though a garage helps.
DSG, based in Dessau, actually specializes in control cabinet
and housing technology – but in the future, the company
will also provide a remedy for space problems in hallways
and basements and reduce the risk of theft by offering bicycle
garages. <<
The modular cassette design
allows for easy on-site
assembly.
SCHUSTER installed around
10,600 m2 of ventilation ducts
and fittings in total as part of this
project.

DECISIVE AC T ION
The INDUS subsidiary SCHUSTER is involved in creating
modern comfort of use for buildings. A flagship project
last year for the Friedberg-based air-conditioning specialist
was the installation of an energy-efficient ventilation and
air-conditioning system for the “Weitblick” building complex
in Augsburg. The six-story smart building complex offers
29,000 m2 of cutting-edge office space to companies in the
Augsburg economic region.
The INDUS subsidiary DSG has developed an exciting solution for new urban mobility. Demographics and a growing
awareness of sustainability are changing how people get
around. Society itself is rediscovering the simplest modes
of transport. Cycling is the ideal way to get around the city,
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SHOWROOM
Selected ESG initiatives from
our portfolio companies

REDUCING FUEL
CONSUMPTION
GSR

When it comes to the energies of the future, hydrogen is the word of the day. Hydrogen is also indispensable as an alternative reducing agent in process manufacturing, where green steel is the focus.
GSR recognized this some time ago and adapted its strategic approach accordingly. In one promising
project, for instance, the world’s first integrated hydrogen generator on ships is being equipped with
valve solutions produced in Vlotho, which are installed directly in front of the engine and inject the
hydrogen mixture. The generator reduces the fuel consumption of marine diesel-powered machinery by up to 15%, while reducing the environmental impact by up to 80% through cleaner and cooler
combustion. GSR hydrogen valves can also be found at hydrogen fueling stations – both in the dispensers and in compressor and storage systems – as well as in space technology.

LESS
PACKAGING
AURORA

www.gsrvalves.com

COMPANY
FOREST
JST

Jungmann Systemtechnik (JST) is dedicated to
planting trees as part of socially ecological projects to protect the planet. Every customer that
buys a Stratos operator’s desk from Jungmann will
automatically adopt a tree in Madagascar. JST has
already acquired a total of 200 forest and fruit trees,
which are waiting for their new owners. The project
is a real labor of love for consultant Dirk Lüders,
who initiated it in early 2022: “We are working
together to reduce our environmental footprint.”
The key with this project is that adopters can watch
their trees grow online, find out how much carbon
they are offsetting and keep track of local weather
patterns.
www.jungmann.de/en

As we all know, there are a lot of ways a
company can make itself more sustainable.
One key thing companies can do is to reduce
disposable packaging waste and move toward
sustainable packaging solutions. Aurora, a
specialist for heating and air-conditioning
systems for commercial vehicles, has decided
to switch from disposable pallets and cardboard boxes to KTP reusable packaging systems in its logistics chain. The advantages are
clear – the boxes make better use of loading
meters as they can be stacked more efficiently
and safely, and they can be recycled at the
end of the product life cycle. By switching
to “green” packaging solutions and making
other changes, Aurora was able to reduce
wood waste from 17.4 to 5 tons, and general
waste from 63 to 11.5 tons.

www.aurora-eos.com/en
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MIGOGREEN

GIRLS‘ DAY

MIGUA

M. BRAUN

Active employee involvement increases the success of sustainability measures.
This is why MIGUA actively involves its employees in establishing and implementing sustainability activities with its MIGOGREEN program, which focuses
on ecology, social affairs and the economy. It began with a sustainability team.
Today, any employee can post suggestions to the publicly accessible MIGOGREEN sustainability board. Activities that have already been initiated, e.g., the
switch to green gas and LED lighting, and the insulation of facades, are pinned
to the board for everyone to see. Employees also gain awareness through other
measures, such as the “green track” through the administration building and
the MIGOGREEN lunch boxes. The goal of the program is to reduce the carbon
footprint and become climate neutral.

Girls’ Day has been the biggest global career
guidance project for female students since 2001.
On this day, companies and universities around
Germany open their doors to girls from the age of
ten. Here, they learn about apprenticeships and
study programs in the STEM professions, where
women are still underrepresented.

www.migua.com/en

WASH PROJECTS (WATER,
S ANITATION AND HYGIENE)
HAUFF-Technik

The VIVA CON AGUA initiative is spearheaded by a non-profit organization that is
committed to ensuring that people around the world have access to clean drinking water.
The idea behind the initiative is to support water projects – known as WASH projects.
For companies to be eligible to make monetary donations to the initiative, the product in
question has to fulfill certain criteria: it must be harmless to the environment and must
consume and contaminate as little precious drinking water as possible in its production
process. In addition, the working conditions within the company and among suppliers
must be fair. In 2021, HAUFF-Technik donated one euro to global water projects for
every building package sold. With donations of EUR 50,000, four solar-powered water
supply systems and wells can now be installed at four schools in Lusaka (Zambia), providing access to clean drinking water for roughly 4,000 school children.
www.hauff-technik.de/en

M. BRAUN also offers female students an insight
into professions that girls unfortunately do not
often take into account when considering a career.
They get to experience how exciting working in a
laboratory or research and development department can be.
In order to move away from gender clichés in
choosing careers, there has also been a Boys’ Day
since 2010. The goal here is also to break with
traditional roles and to get young men to consider
jobs that in the past were often done by women.

www.mbraun.com/en
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CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

The circular economy is multifaceted as it addresses environmental and economic challenges in equal
measure. Numerous companies have recognized its benefits, as ambitious climate targets and raw material shortages are forcing
the economy to rethink.
RESOURCE EFFICIENCY

There is a great call to significantly reduce waste and to repair
and recycle more. Otherwise we will never dig ourselves out
of the downward spiral that is material shortages, rising raw
material prices and vast amounts of waste. According to the
European Commission, only 12% of secondary materials and
resources make it back into the economy. Packaging, electrical
and electronic equipment, and construction and demolition
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materials, are particularly problematic in this regard. This is
a real problem in light of rising demand for resources and the
limited availability of raw materials.

IMPORTANT STAGES IN THE
CIRCULAR ECONOMY
Extraction of
raw materials
Recycling and
other closed-loop
circulation

Product
design

The key here, therefore, is to return the raw materials to a
circular economy. The EU’s Circular Economy Action Plan
2.0, which was published in March 2020, sets out goals for
transitioning from a linear to a circular economy. The action
plan announces initiatives along the entire life cycle of products for returning raw materials to the circular economy and
ensuring that they are recycled.

WIN-WIN SITUATION
Use and reuse
Waste collection
and sorting

Source: vci

Around 1,800 tons of tungsten
carbide is used every year. The patented recycling process is expected
to supply one-sixth of the demand.

Numerous companies in the INDUS Group have already
embraced the idea of a circular economy. BETEK, a specialist
for carbide-tipped wear parts and tool systems for road construction and other uses, is focusing on recycling expensive
carbide, for example. A large amount of tungsten carbide is
required for the production of road cutting tools. It is becoming increasingly expensive and challenging to procure amid

The rigid foam is ground, compressed and fully recycled as a
raw material for the production of
insulation boards at the OBUK site
in Chociwel, Poland.

disrupted supply chains and political issues. The company,
which is based in Aichhalden, Germany, has developed a new
zinc recycling process that will enable up to 40 tons to be
recovered annually from used carbide tools as early as 2022.
The interim target is to recycle 300 tons per year. Not only
will this reduce emissions, it also means that the company
is less dependent on certain suppliers while bringing down
costs. The patented process therefore makes sense from an
environmental and an economic sense.

RET HINKING BUILDING
The construction industry is a major lever for the circular
economy as it is one of the biggest consumers of resources in
the economy and a considerable amount of waste is generated
during the demolition of buildings. Following the enactment
of the new Closed Substance Cycle Waste Management Act in
2022, sustainability criteria must now be taken into account
in all public projects in North Rhine-Westphalia, and the
use of recycled materials is to be significantly increased. A lot
is changing in the construction industry with regard to the
circular economy, also as a result of the EU Taxonomy and the
Circular Economy Action Plan. The INDUS portfolio company OBUK, a manufacturer of door panels in the premium
segment, is already well positioned. Its new rigid foam recycling mill means that 100% of the rigid foam waste generated
during the production of insulation boards for door panels
can be recycled. This saves both transport and hazardous
waste disposal costs. The granulated polyurethane can then be
recycled into new insulation boards. And on top of that: the
mill runs on solar energy. The examples of BETEK and OBUK
demonstrate how designing products for a circular economy
brings about a multitude of advantages and is an important
step in conserving resources. <<
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EFFECTIVE
DEVELOPMENT
The sustainability development bank
is the new tool under INDUS’ belt. It actively
supports portfolio companies in improving their
sustainability efforts.
FUNDING
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T HE BACKGROUND

Investments in the VULKAN building
were also made with sustainability
in mind. The new dedusting system
is state of the art.

In the 2021 financial year, the idea of “striving for sustainability” was put into action in the form of the PARKOUR strategic initiative. Its goal is to make all activities and production
processes of the Group carbon-neutral by 2045. In addition
to this, the Group needs to incorporate new knowledge and
approaches, but of course also adapt to and implement new
legal and regulatory requirements.

T HE IDEA
To achieve this goal, the existing pieces of the puzzle need
to be put into place as soon as possible. This is where the
INDUS sustainability development bank comes into play as
of 2022. The idea is to fund projects that would improve the
sustainability performance of our portfolio companies and
significantly boost emissions reductions, but which would
not pay off quickly enough for the portfolio companies. The
goal of the funding is to reduce the amortization time of the
investment to three years. Up to EUR 5 million per year are
available, and funds can be requested for projects without too
much bureaucracy.

T HE CRITERIA
Of course, projects have to meet certain criteria to be eligible for funding. The investment volume must be at least
EUR 100 thousand. The projects should significantly conserve resources and avoid GHG emissions. Without funding,
the amortization period would exceed three years. In order
to receive funding, a short project description and economic
efficiency calculation must be submitted. The INDUS Board
of Management examines the application, and the decision on
funding is made in a timely manner.

THE PROJEC T S
In 2022, its first year, the development bank has approved the
funding of six projects, which are all currently being implemented. Three applications for photovoltaic system projects
with a total investment volume of EUR 2 million have been
approved.
Another project subsidizes an adiabatic cooling system at
VULKAN INOX. The company is one of the leading manufacturers of stainless steel abrasives for surface technology. At
the heart of production are two high-performance induction
melting furnaces that primarily melt down recycling scrap.
A water circuit serves to remove the process heat, which
was previously routed via a cooling system with open water
trickling. The cooling system, which is now closed, prevents
evaporation losses and reduces fresh water consumption by
at least 80%. It also requires less maintenance and energy and
does not need biochemical inhibitors. The new process also
eliminates the health risk posed by legionella bacteria, as aerosols are no longer released. It is estimated that the reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions will be 93 tons per year, which
was a key factor in the investment decision.

Melting processes reach temperatures of up to 1,600°C, so efficient
cooling is needed.

93
tons
of greenhouse gas are saved
every year through the use of
the cooling system.

www.vulkan-inox.de/en
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Steam is required for the dyeing
process, which produces new and
stylish stocking colors every year.

In another very innovative project, the decision was made to purchase a wood pellet-fired
steam boiler for OFA Bamberg GmbH. OFA Bamberg GmbH is a manufacturer of surgical
stockings, bandages and customized orthotic devices, as well as preventive health products
such as compression and travel stockings. The steam is needed for the dyeing process of the
stockings, among other things. The old fuel oil boiler from the 90s had to be replaced, and the
biomass-fired boiler marks a major step toward climate neutrality at OFA Bamberg GmbH.

Three of the six development projects
are applications for photovoltaic
system projects, for which a total
investment volume of EUR 2 million
has been approved.

The sixth project funded involves the existing power supply at the INDUS subsidiary SIMON
Sinterlutions. The company produces series molded parts from metal powder for the automotive industry, power tools, and mechanical and plant engineering. A smart control system is
connected in front of the transformers, and a bypass ensures that the security of supply to the
plant is guaranteed in the event of a failure. The system is based on two galvanically separated
copper coils around an iron core. This is complemented by complex measuring technology and
control engineering. One of the aims of this is to harmonize current and voltage curves, limit
current and voltage peaks, and improve phase balancing. If the whole SIMON Group were to be
fitted out with this system, the company could expect a reduction in electricity consumption
of between 2% and 6%. With an annual consumption in 2021 of 4.5 GWh, this would mean an
opportunity to save up to 275 MWh. The project can be used as a blueprint for other production
areas in the INDUS Group that use large amounts of electricity.

5
EUR million
in development funds are
made available every year

www.ofa-bamberg.com/en

THE S TRATEGY
The INDUS sustainability development bank has been launched successfully. More projects will
follow the six currently being funded, all of which will also contribute to the long-term goal of
climate-neutral operations and production throughout the Group. INDUS provides substantial
support for the projects of the portfolio companies with development funds of up to EUR 5
million, which is around 5% of the total investment. <<
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EU
TAXONOMY
INDUS applied the EU Taxonomy Regulation for the first time in the 2021
financial year and has identified Taxonomy-
eligible economic activities. Since early 2022,
the EU Taxonomy has laid out standards for
ecologically sustainable business activities.
Social standards will follow.
CLASSIFIED

Climate neutrality by 2050 (in Germany by 2045) – the European Union’s ambitious plan – can only be achieved if investments are channeled into sustainable projects and activities.
But what are “sustainable business practices” and how can
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6 CLIMATE TARGET S
1. Climate change mitigation (from 2022)
2. C limate change adaptation (from 2022)
3. T he sustainable use and protection of water and
marine resources (from 2023)
4. T he transition to a circular economy (from 2023)
5. P ollution prevention and control (from 2023)
6. T he protection and restoration of biodiversity and
ecosystems (from 2023)

a common understanding of these be achieved? According to the
Federation of German Industries, this means bringing about a balance between social, environmental and economic concerns. Makes
sense, but at the end of the day, it’s not that simple. In addition
to reaching a common understanding of what business activities
count as “sustainable,” the next step involves the uniform classification of these activities. This is where the EU Taxonomy Regulation
comes into play. The regulation came into force at the beginning of
2022 and is an important building block under the European Green
Deal. It represents a crucial step toward keeping global warming to
a maximum of 1.5 degrees Celsius in line with the Paris Agreement
of 2015/16.
Companies that are required to disclose non-financial information
report on the degree to which they align their business activities
with the criteria/standards of the Taxonomy. This enables investors, for example, to see at a glance how sustainable the business
activities of a particular company are.

SIX GOAL S SET THE COURSE

One of the six environmental targets:
The transition to a circular economy
(read about the advantages of this from
page 23).

The EU Taxonomy is divided into six environmental targets,
with the first two – climate change mitigation and climate change
adaptation – to be addressed in 2022, and the remaining four to
follow in 2023. The business activities of companies are measured
by whether and to what extent they contribute to these goals.
According to the EU Taxonomy, an activity is classed as ecologically
sustainable if it:
— Makes a substantial contribution to the targets of the Taxonomy
(substantial contribution)
— Does not hinder any other Taxonomy targets
(do no significant harm)
— Complies with minimum standards for labor and human rights
(minimum safeguards)
For each environmental target, around 90 topics with relevant
evaluation criteria have been laid out, which are to be reviewed by
the companies subject to reporting requirements.

INDUS AND T HE TA XONOMY
INDUS is also required to declare Taxonomy-eligible sales,
operating expenses and investments. In line with this, a team
of experts has been assembled at the holding company level
to preselect the 90 topics. Three material topics have thus
been identified for INDUS: heat pumps, energy-efficient
equipment for buildings, PV systems and heat recycling
systems. A survey of the INDUS portfolio companies has
also been conducted to review the relevance of these business activities. In the Construction/Infrastructure segment
in particular, three companies were identified that produce
Taxonomy-compliant products – doors and windows with
very good insulation from OBUK and WIRUS as well as heat
pumps from REMKO. INDUS can therefore recognize a total
of EUR 72.2 million in Taxonomy-eligible sales for the three
portfolio companies.

WHAT ’S NEX T ?
INDUS is well prepared when it comes to the EU Taxonomy.
The requirements are increasing, though, with the four
remaining environmental goals set to be rolled out. Until
now, only environmental goals were relevant, but the Taxonomy will also be extended to include social targets in the
future. INDUS is working hard to adapt its reporting accordingly so that it can continue to respond to new requirements
dynamically in the future. A common understanding of sustainable business is an important foundation for all of this. <<
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WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES || PROTECTING
EMPLOYEE ISSUES || FAIR WORK

3.3

96.1

t CO 2eq/EUR million GAV
Base year: 2018

per 100 FTE
Base year: 2018

% of total FTE
Base year: 2018

94
t CO 2eq/EUR million GAV
2021

-17%
As an intermediate target, emission intensity is
to be reduced by 35% by 2025 compared to the
2018 base year.

73
t CO 2eq/EUR million GAV
Target year: 2025
INDUS already meets the German government’s
more stringent targets for achieving climate neutrality by 2045.

2.3
per 100 FTE
2021

<3.0
per 100 FTE
Target year: 2025

PROPORTION OF PERMANENT CONTRACTS

113

WORK ACCIDENTS

GHG EMISSIONS (SCOPE 1+2)

THE ENVIRONMENT

96.2
% of total FTE
2021

Attracting and keeping qualified staff remain
the foundation for organic growth. In addition,
we support our employees through professional
development and continuous training and the provision of training positions and places for students
on dual study courses.

The aim is to completely prevent work accidents
(excluding accidents while commuting), particularly
fatal accidents.
You can find more information in the Non-financial Report,
which can be found in the latest INDUS Annual Report starting
on page 19.
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DISCL AIMER
All information in this magazine has been prepared to the best of our
knowledge and understanding. Nevertheless, INDUS does not assume
any liability whatsoever relating to the use of this document or its
content or in any other connection with this document. Furthermore, INDUS does not assume any responsibility or guarantee for the
information or opinions contained therein being accurate, up to date
and complete. The reproduction, distribution or copying of this
document or parts of this document is not permitted without the
written consent of INDUS. This magazine may contain forward-
looking statements. These statements are based on the estimates and
forecasts of the INDUS Board of Management at the time of
publication and the information available to them at the current
time. The forward-looking statements are not to be considered a
guarantee of future developments and results of INDUS mentioned
therein. Rather, these depend on numerous factors. They contain
various risks and uncertainties and are based on assumptions that
may not prove to be accurate. INDUS does not assume any obligation
beyond the legal requirements to update the forward-looking
statements contained in this magazine.

